Supplementary Table 1 | Representative protein domain sequences for each SCRAP (Self-
Cleaving Ribozyme Associated Protein). The protein subsequence obtaining the highest score in the final round of a JackHMMER search is listed. This subsequence is assumed to correspond to a conserved domain for the purposes of finding non-coding sequences with a higher chance of containing self-cleaving ribozymes. Some SCRAPs are highly similar (e.g., SCRAP20 and SCRAP21), but did not overlap in JackHMMER searches that were confined to ribozymeassociated proteins. Note that the protein sequence in this table is the highest-scoring after multiple iterations of the JackHMMER search, and are not necessarily the original sequence. RAGATH-5 RAGATH-5 is a small structure with a predicted pseudoknot. The 3´ end of the motif contains the conserved sequence CCA, which is also present on the 3´ ends of mature tRNAs. However, there are no other data to suggest a relationship with tRNAs, so the similarity might be a coincidence. RAGATH-5 does not have a clearly discernible association with flanking genes, partially because the metagenomic sequences in which it is found are often short contigs. However, the most common nearby genetic elements with an annotated function are type-II hammerhead, SCRAPs 8 and 9 (which are very common, and therefore not necessarily indicative of ribozyme function), and methyltransferases. RAGATH-5 RNAs are also frequently located nearby to other RAGATH-5 RNAs, which is a property similar to known self-cleaving ribozymes in bacteria.
RAGATH-6 and -7
A striking feature of RAGATH-6 and RAGATH-7 is that they are usually located near each other, surrounding a twister ribozyme. In most cases, a RAGATH-6 RNA is found immediately 5´ to a twister ribozyme, and then immediately 3´ to the twister ribozyme is a RAGATH-7 RNA. However, in some cases the RAGATH-6 or the RAGATH-7 RNA is not detected. These data suggest one of two hypotheses. First, the arrangement of a twister ribozyme flanked by RAGATH-6 and -7 RNAs could represent a single large RNA that uses the twister ribozyme to achieve a more complex function such as allosteric control (see ref #1 at the end of this file). In this model, the cases where either RAGATH-6 or -7 is missing could be explained by alternate structures used by a subset of RNAs or by events such as insertion of selfish genetic elements. However, a second hypothesis is that RAGATH-6 and -7 represent RNAs that function as independent structures, but are often encoded adjacent to twister ribozymes.
RAGATH-8 RAGATH-8 is a moderately large (average of 274 nt) and relatively complex structure.
Some representatives of this motif appear to be missing some regions of the RNA, or to have nucleotides that fail to align well in certain regions. As a result, there are fewer highly conserved nucleotides in the RNA when all these representatives are aligned.
RAGATH-8 RNAs appear in a variety of gene contexts, only some of which involve nearby elements that are characteristic of validated self-cleaving ribozymes.
RAGATH-9 RAGATH-9 is a somewhat large (average of 164 nt) RNA that appears in similar gene contexts, wherein many of the genes are in the same orientation as the RNA. Most examples are nearby to SCRAP22 and SCRAP34 or SCRAP45 domains, as well as tRNAs or tmRNAs and a predicted sigma factor 70 gene.
RAGATH-10
The most common gene context of RAGATH-10 RNAs involves the appearance of a type-III hammerhead hundreds of base pairs downstream. The intervening space usually contains a hypothetical gene that is often classified as SCRAP62. An engA ribosomeassociated GTPase gene is often found upstream of the RAGATH-10 RNA. The RNA itself is a 3-stem junction, although the enclosing stem is not highly supported by covariation.
RAGATH-11 RAGATH-11 RNAs are frequently associated with twister ribozymes. However, the available RAGATH-11 RNAs have rather similar sequences and might be closely related. Therefore, it is possible that the apparent ribozyme association does not represent a true functional association.
RAGATH-12 RAGATH-12 RNAs are often found downstream of SCRAP64 domains and near twister ribozymes. They consist of two hairpins, and a conserved sequence 5´ to these hairpins.
No structure was detected in this 5´ sequence, but the lack of mutations makes it impossible to find covariation.
RAGATH-13 RNAs are generally found in the order Legionellales of γ-Proteobacteria. They are often found nearby to hammerhead ribozymes.
RAGATH-14 Most RAGATH-14 RNAs are followed by either a type-III hammerhead ribozyme or a 
